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Synchronous 1H and 23Na dual-nuclear MRI on a clinical MRI system, equipped with a time-shared second transmit channel 
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INTRODUCTION:  
Sodium (23Na) MRI has the potential to help improve the characterization and 
assessment of tumor viability(1,2), cartilage health(3-6), renal failure(7,8), tissue 
damage following stroke(9),  and multiple sclerosis(10).  23Na and 1H images are 
typically acquired sequentially in separate MRI sequences(11), creating a 
significant barrier to the clinical usefulness of 23Na-MRI.  Schemes that acquire 
from both 23Na and 1H nuclei in a single pulse sequence (which we term 
“synchronous acquisition”) could potentially provide additional multi-nuclear 
image data to complement 1H image data without a significant scan time penalty 
compared to 1H imaging alone.   

This work interleaves 23Na and 1H transmit pulses and simultaneously 
acquires data from both nuclei within a single pulse sequence.  Synchronous 
1H/23Na images have only been reported by Keupp(11) of a human knee in vivo, 
due to the increased hardware difficulties in obtaining synchronous images.  
Keupp’s solution(11) requires modification of internal scanner components, such 
as modifying the input feeds into the RF amplifier.  We present a new solution 
for synchronous dual-nuclear imaging on a 3T Tim Trio clinical MRI scanner 
equipped with multi-nuclear option.   
METHODS: 
Hardware:  A custom-made 1H/23N coil was used consisting of a single 23Na 
loop concentric with a single 1H loop.  Transmit switching for both 1H and 23Na 
channels was done using a commercial dual-resonant TR switch (Stark Contrast, 
Erlangen, Germany).  Because the dual-resonant TR switch is still intended for 
use without losing current imaging functionality, an additional 1H TR switch was 
placed between the 1H output of the dual-resonant TR switch (Fig. 1) and coil.  
The 1H TR switch (i) amplified the 1H signal, (ii) converted to 32.6 MHz using 
an RF mixer, and, (iii) filtered using a low-pass filter to pass the 32.6 MHz signal 
only (Fig. 1).  The resultant 1H signal at the carrier frequency of 32.6 MHz is 
then (iv) attenuated and (v) fed into one of the 32Na receive channels(12).  
Sequence: Synchronous imaging of 23Na occurred with a standard GRE 
sequence for 23Na, and a GRE or SE sequence for 1H, with both 1H and 23Na 
transmit and receive occurring in the same sequence.  However, the 1H and 23Na 
transmit did not occur simultaneously, to take advantage of the scanner’s ability 
to switch between two frequencies within the same sequence without 
modification of the scanner’s internal hardware.  Sampling for both 1H and 23Na 
at the carrier frequency of 32.6 MHz occurred simultaneously on two 23Na 
channels.  Because a longer TR is desired for the 1H SE acquisition than that of 
the 23Na GRE acquisition, multiple 23Na acquisitions occur between the 1H 
acquisitions. 
RESULTS:   
The 1H/23Na dual-nuclear MRI obtained 1H-GRE phantom images synchronously 
with 23Na-GRE images of three orthogonal planes (Fig. 2).  Because the 1H and 
23Na signals are acquired using the same gradients for readout and phase-
encoding, the 1H image data has a 3.8 times higher resolution and smaller FOV.   

Figure 3 shows the result of a synchronous 1H/23Na of the breast of a healthy 
volunteer.  Both GRE and SE sequences were performed for acquisition of 
conventional 1H images.  Synchronous 23Na-GRE imaging was performed 
throughout the duration of both of these 1H sequences.   
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION: 
We have demonstrated synchronous acquisition of both 1H and 23Na nuclei on a 
clinical scanner, in what normally would require twice the scan time for the same 
sequential acquisitions.  Synchronous 23Na and 1H image acquisition is very 
attractive due to the significant decreases in scan time when compared to sequential 23Na and 1H imaging.  In addition, synchronous MRI is attractive for 
improving the correlation between 23Na and 1H data.  This work demonstrates a viable technique to acquire dual-nuclear image data without increases in scan 
time, and without modifying the scanner’s internal hardware. 
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Figure 1: Transmit/receive hardware for both 1H and 23Na.  Arrows 
indicate transmit / receive pathways. 

Figure 2:  (a-c) Proton and (d-e) sodium images acquired during a 
single 20-minute 3D GRE acquisition.  Three orthogonal slices are 
shown for both proton and sodium images.   

Figure 3:  Synchronous (a) 1H-SE, (b) 1H-GRE, and (c) 23Na-GRE 
images.  The 1H-SE and 1H-GRE images were each acquired in 20 
minutes, while the 23Na-GRE image was acquired by averaging the 
23Na data acquired during the entire 40 minutes of 1H imaging (for a 
total scan time of 40 minutes).  d:  The 23Na-GRE image overlaid onto 
the 1H-GRE image. 
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